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To deal with the growing volume and complexity of cyber-attacks today, your security landscape needs a modern approach.

Traditional approaches with periodic vulnerability management practices are no longer effective. A continuous, always-on approach is the need-of-the-hour to ensure complete visibility into your organization’s risk exposure.

Where even a slight delay in vulnerability detection or remediation might lead to serious security escalations, you need rapid vulnerability detection and remediation to identify and eliminate risks, and reduce threat exposure.

SecPod SanerNow Vulnerability Management

The SecPod SanerNow Vulnerability Management (VM) application provides the industry’s fastest, most accurate, always-on, and continuous solution to help you achieve effective and advanced vulnerability management in your enterprise.

We help you automate your vulnerability management processes end-to-end, from vulnerability scanning, detection, assessment, and prioritization, to remediation. SanerNow VM operates on an intelligent agent-server model to provide you with unparalleled speed, scalability and accuracy. What is more, the SanerNow Agent functions as a single point for management of several of your endpoint management and security operation needs.

SanerNow reduces the complexity of a conventional vulnerability management system and approach through its rapid scanning abilities, vast and accurate detection checks, thorough assessment and prioritization technique, and remediation through integrated patching.

SanerNow VM can be orchestrated from a centralized cloud-based console to monitor and manage all your heterogeneous OS endpoints remotely.

SanerNow is trusted to help mitigate and manage risks by organizations spanning startups to large enterprises world-wide, including its unique approach to Vulnerability Management and advanced capabilities.
Benefits of SanerNow Vulnerability Management

- **Fastest ever comprehensive and accurate vulnerability scanning (less than 5 minutes)**
  Detect the vulnerabilities in your network in less than 5 minutes with the industry’s most comprehensive and rapid scanner.

- **Built on the world’s largest SCAP repository with over 100,000+ vulnerability checks**
  Leverage our industry renowned SCAP feed with over 100,000 vulnerability checks, to precisely scan and identify vulnerabilities and to secure your endpoints.

- **Reduced risk exposure with integrated and automated patch remediation**
  Take an integrated approach to patch management and identify, prioritize and automatically remediate vulnerabilities from your SanerNow dashboard.

- **Precise vulnerability detection with a lightweight and multi-function agent**
  Use our lightweight agents at all your endpoints to continuously monitor your systems, and detect and automatically remediate multiple risks and vulnerabilities, with limited system resource and bandwidth consumption.
Seamless and continuous vulnerability management for risk-free IT operations

**Rapid and continuous vulnerability scanning**
Scan and detect the vulnerabilities in your endpoints in less than 5 minutes, with SanerNow’s intelligence-augmented (IA), efficient scanning algorithm. Run your always-on vulnerability management program to gain real-time visibility and control of your attack surface.

**Integrated and automated vulnerability detection and patch remediation**
Remediate software vulnerabilities instantly using SanerNow’s integrated and automated patch management approach. Automate comprehensive patch remediation across your network landscape supporting multiple OS and applications including Windows, MAC, Linux, and other third-party applications.

**Perimeter-less cloud-based vulnerability management**
Efficiently manage vulnerabilities across your network, with a single, centralized, cloud-based console. Use SanerNow for an effective remote vulnerability management approach built for globally distributed organizations.

**Accurate prioritization with high-risk vulnerability identification**
Use SanerNow to thoroughly assess identified vulnerabilities and prioritize them based on their severity level using the CVSS scoring model. Prioritize based on calculated risk assessment to reduce your organization’s risk exposure.

**360-degree visibility with insightful dashboards**
Ease discovery based on severity, age, device type, and exploit potential level with SanerNow’s continuous next-gen vulnerability management. Stay ahead of the threat curve, and view and eliminate risks with SanerNow’s comprehensive and actionable dashboard.

**Instant vulnerability management through intelligent multi-function Agent-Server model**
Establish a live connection with the server and instantly detect new vulnerabilities with SanerNow’s intelligent agent-server model. Use the lightweight, powerful, and multi-function agent installed at your endpoints to immediately remediate vulnerabilities based on the severity, thereby improving your organization’s cyber hygiene.

**Predictive analysis of risk and probability assessment of vulnerability exploits**
Improve your security posture and predict the probability of new exploits and establish and reduce your vulnerability risk by detecting details including historic occurrence and probability of recurrence.

**Comprehensive reports with customization**
Access standardized and customizable reports with actionable insights on vulnerability details classified based on their type, severity, available devices count, exploitability, remediation status etc. These reports can also be customized based on the organization needs.
About SecPod

SecPod is leading provider of endpoint security and management solutions. SecPod (Security Podium, incarnated as SecPod) has created revolutionary SanerNow platform and tools that are used by MSPs and enterprises worldwide. SecPod also licenses security technology to top security vendors through its SCAP Content Professional Feed.

The SanerNow Platform

SecPod SanerNow is a Unified Endpoint Security (UES) and management solution that ensures cyberhygiene by automating and orchestrating measures to safeguard your enterprise endpoints from cyber attacks. The major features of SanerNow include,

- Patch Management,
- Vulnerability Management,
- Asset Management,
- Endpoint Management,
- Compliance Management
- Endpoint Threat Detection & Response
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